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1 

In this paper the author develops growth estimates for the solutions of 
differential-delay equations having time-varying delays. Time-varying dif- 
ferential-delay equations have a long history, and the literature on systems 
defined by such equations is vast. Within this area, the special case of 
systems in which the delay is itself a function of time has a much smaller 
literature, and results are more rare [l-3, 5, S]. 

The specific topic of interest in this paper will be the differential-delay 
equation (t).~(t)=A,x(t)+A,x(r--(t)),whereA,,A,arefixedmembers 
of R”““, and h(t) is an absolutely continuous function having domain 
[0, CC) and range contained in a bounded subset of [0, ‘x, ). We will 
assume that h(t) takes its values in the set H;. = {he [0, cc): fh(s) = 
Isl-A,-e -IhA, 1 is nonzero for each complex s having Re(.s) 2 7 ‘,, and 
derive growth bounds for the solutions x(t) of the system (t). Particularly, 
we give bounds for the functions 1.x.(r)l”/e ‘V in terms of the behavior of 
I/z’(t)1 and of the average values a(r) = (l/t) jh IA’(r)1 cir. 

In order to clarify the discussion we now fix the notations used 
throughout this paper, and recall those aspects of the autonomous system 
(*) a(t) = A,x(~) + A ,.u(t - h) which will be useful as a point of reference 
in our investigation. To begin, we let H = [0, CE ), and for each h E H, we 
let CJ,, denote the delay operator having duration h. A simple and useful 
way to form the characteristic function fh(s) for the system (* ) is to first 
write p(s, oh)= I.s-~~-~~cJ,~ =~“+a,~~,(a,,)s”~‘+ ... +a,(~,), where 
for k = 0, . . . . n - 1, each uk(crh) E R[a,], the ring of real polynomials in the 
operator oh. We then have fh(s) = p(.s, P rh). The utility of this formula is 
clearly seen in the following lemma. 

LEMMA 1.1. Let A,, A, E R”““, let i; > 0, and let 7 E R. Then there exists 
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co0 = o,(h, y) > 0 such that for all h E [0, h], the characteristic .function 
fll(s)= IsZ-A,-e p’hAl( has no zeros in {IsI >,w,. Re(s)>y). 

Proof: For z EC, write p(s,:)=lsl-A,,--A,=1 =s”+a,~,(z)s”~‘+ 
. . . +aJz). Then p(s, ~)=s”[l + (a,,_,(;)/s) + ... + (ao(z)/s”)], and thus 

p(s, :)/s”+ 1 uniformly for 1-I < eA1:” as IsI -+ t-X. Since leP”‘I <e”;” for 
Re(s) 27, hE [0, g]. we thus see that fh(.r)l~” + 1 uniformly for 
(h,s)E [O,&] x (Re(.s)37) as IsI -+ X, and the lemma is now apparent. 

Q.E.D. 

It is well known that for any fixed h,>O. the characteristic function 
fhu(s) has at most a finite number of zeros to the right of any vertical line 
in C. Thus, if.fho(s) has no zeros in iRe( y}, then there exists so>0 for 
which f&(s) has no zeros in (Re(s) 3 7 - s0 ). One can now note that the 
mapping (11,s)-+ IsZ-A,-A,e-““I is continuous over Hx C, and set 
o0 = oO(h, 7 -e,), where wO( .,.) is as in Lemma 1.1 and z > h,. It is then 
seen from continuity of the above mapping that for m = infi I,fh,(s)l: 
Isl Q 00, Re(s) > 7 - +,J, one has m > 0. Again using continuity of the 
above mapping, we see that there is r E (0, h-h,) such that 
I f,(s)- f,Js)l am/2 for each (h, s) lying in the compact subset 
(Hn {Ih-h,l <rj)x {IsI do,, Re(.s)>y-so). of HxC. Thus I.fj,(s)] >O 
for hEH. Ih-h,l 6r, Re(s)37-so, and one arrives at the following 
lemma. 

LEMMA 1.2. Let h, E H, and suppose f,,(s) has no zeros in { Re(s) 2 7 }. 
Then there exist a real number Ed > 0 and a relatioely open set 
U= Hn ((h - h,l < r) such that if h E U, then .fJs) has no zeros in 
{Re(s)3y-EO}. 

By applying Lemma 1.2 and a compactness argument, one immediately 
obtains Lemma 1.3 below. 

LEMMA 1.3. Zf D is any compact subset of H,, then there exist Ed > 0 and 
a relatitlely open subset U of H haoing Hi. ~ E(r 3 U =) D. 

2 

The purpose of this section is to present the basic facts for a matrix func- 
tion found necessary in the construction and use of a Lyapunov functional 
introduced in Section 3. 

We begin by taking any two matrices A,, A, E R”““. We take any 
fixed PER, and for each he H, we define the matrix functions 
T,(s)=(s+l’)Z-A,-e-‘“+“hA1, ML(s) = T,(s) ~ ‘, and the scalar func- 
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tion g,!(S) = ITh(s It will frequently be useful to denote T,,(s) by T(h, s) 
and M,,(s) by M(h, s). Finally, we recall the subset H;. of H defined as 
Hz: = (11 E H: f;,(s) = Jsl- A, - A,epSh( is nonzero for each complex s 
having Re(s) 2 y), and note that fJ.s) is the characteristic function for the 
system (*) -t(t)= A&t)+ A,x(t -/I). 

Noting that gh(.r) =.fr,(s + y), one sees that Hi. = jh E H: gh(S) is nonzero 
for each complex s having Re(s) 2 0 j., and H;. Leo = (11 E H: gh(S) is nonzero 
for each complex s having Re(s) 2 -co). From Lemma 1.3 one now sees 
that if D is any compact subset of H;., then there exist c0 >O and a 
relatively open subset Ii of H such that both (1) U 3 D, and (2) if h E U, 
then g,,(s) is nonzero for each complex s having Re(s) 3 -co. Noting that 
T,,(s) = s- (‘4, - 71) - (e- yhA, ) ePsh, we see that gJ.r) is the characteristic 
function for the system (*,.) P(t)=(A,-~I)1’(t)+(e~~/‘.4,)),(t-h). 
To complete this commentary linking the systems (*) and (*,,), we 
note that if s(r) is the solution to the differential equation (*) 
.i-(l)=Aos(t)+A,.u(t-12) having initial data ~EC[--/z,O], then the 
function j,(t) = ePY’.y(f) is the solution to the differential equation (*) ) 
~(t)=(A,-l’l)?‘(t)+(e~;‘l’A,)?,(t-12) having initial data $(u), where 
$(u)=epT”fj(u) for -lz<u<O. 

The simple formula T,,(s) = (s + y)(I - (li’(s + 7)) A, - ( l/(s + y)) 
A e ~~ , \ + ;’ , /1 ), valid for SEC-i---j’), immediately yields M,,(S) = 
(s’+y))’ (I-(l;(s+y)) A,-(l/(s+y)) A,ep”+;““)~-‘, valid throughout 
{s# -7, g,,(s)#O}. Setting F(h,iw)=(f-(li(~~~+y))A,-(ll(icu+~)) 
A,e--l”“+yl” -I 1 3 we immediately see for any &> 0 that F(h, iw) -+ I 
Uniformly Over [o, h] as 101 ---* a. Given any symmetric matrix IV> 0, 
noting that M,,(io)=( l/(icrj+;‘))F(h,io). we write (M,,)* (io) WM,(iu)= 
(l/(0’ + 7’)) F*(h, io) wF(h, io). We thus see that if g,,(h) is nonzero for 
each w  E R, then each of the entries of the matrix (MA)* (iw) R’M,(~o) will 
be absolutely integrable over the unbounded interval ( - ;c, ‘X ). For each 
12 E H;. , we now form the matrix Q(h, a), defined tar every in E R as 

There are several basic formulas which simplify the analysis of the matrix 
function Q(h, a). First among these is the formula for .fh(.r) given in Sec- 
tion 1. Recall that there we wrote f,,(s) = p(s, em-“‘), where p(.r, a,)= 
Id-A,-A,o,l =s”+u,~~(~~).Y’ + ... +~,(a,), and c,, is the delay 
operator of duration h. Using this formula and noting that g,J.y) =f,,(s + y), 
it is seen that if K is any compact subset of C, and h, is any member of 
H, then g,,(S) + gho(s) uniformly for s E K as h + h,. 

Another formula useful for analyzing the matrix Q(/z, CI) is the formula 
for M,(s) in terms of the matrix adjugate to T,Js), i.e., Mh(.s)= T,,(s))’ = 
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(l/g,(s))(adj TJs)) for each complex s having g,(s) # 0. From this formula 
it is seen that, given any h, E H, if ghO(S) is nonzero for every complex s 
lying in some compact subset K of C. then MJs) is defined throughout K 
for each h lying in some relatively open neighborhood U= Hn 
{l/z-h,l <Y), and in fact M,Js) + M,Js) uniformly for s E K as k + h,,. 
With these comments as background, we can now present the first of 
several lemmas dealing with the matrix Q(h, x) found useful in Section 3. 

LEMMA 2.1. Let h, E Hi.. Then there exist E” > 0 and a neighborhood 
Ci= Hn (Jh - h,l < r ,‘, contained in H, ~,il, .for rvhich Q(h, c() is dejined and 
continuous throughout U x R. Furthermore, Q(h, a) -+ Q( h,, c() unl$ormly 
throughout R as h --) h,. 

Proof: Existence: For any h,,E Hi., we know from Lemma 1.2 that there 
is a neighborhood U= Hn {jh-h,l <r) with H;._Eox U. For any he U, 
since h E H;., we know that Q(h, c() is defined for each a E R. 

Continuity: Let U be as immediately above, and for each h E U, set 
R(h, o)= (1/2n)(M,)* (iw) WM,Jiw), and fi(h, w)= R(h, w)- R(h,, w). 
For any fixed CL), > 0, we write 

Q(h, a) - Q(ho, c() = j,(,,, <~,~, i?(h, w) ep’f”3 do, + 1; ,,,, ,,,,, i?(h, w) epic”,’ dw. 

Since k, E H,, we know from the comments preceding this lemma that for 
any o1 > 0, a(h, o) + 0 uniformly for /WI do, as h -+ h,. Thus, for any 
w,>O, we have 

! II&h, o)ll dw + 0 as h-+h,. 
IW < (0, 

Again referring to the comments preceding this lemma, we write 
2x&h. w) = (l/(0* + y2)). [F*(h, iw) WF(h, iw) - F*(h,, io) WF(h,, iw)], 
and recall that F(h, io) + I uniformly over bounded subsets [0, A] of H as 
101 + xl. We thus see that 

s II&t w)ll dw --* 0 IW 2 WI 
uniformly over bounded subsets [0, h] of H as w, -+ X. 

Now writing 

IIQ(k a) - QP,, &)I1 G j. II&k w)ll dw + [ II&k w)ll da Iwl c co, IwlLwl 
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and recalling that for any Q, > 0, 

i- 
IlR(h, 01)11 dw + 0 as h+h,, 

lo,l s (9, 

we conclude that IIQ(h, a) - Q(h,, x)11 + 0 uniformly for u E R as h + h,. 
If we now set S(h, o, z) = R(h, Q) e-l”“, and for fixed 2”~ R we set 

S(h, Q, 3) = S(h, o, CL) - S( /lo, Q, cc,), then by applying an argument similar 
to the above, using the functions S(h, o, M) and S(h, o, c(), one will find 
that llQ(h, ~1) - Q(h,, ao)ll + 0 as (11, c() -+ (/I,, zO). Since the original choice 
of h, E H was arbitrary, the proof is complete. Q.E.D. 

The next lemma, which is actually a basic fact of real analysis, is 
included for use in the two lemmas which immediately follow this lemma. 
The proof is derived from standard real analysis techniques, and is not 
given here. 

LEMMA 2.2. Let U, be any real interllal, and let Uz be either of 
( - ‘x, ;c ), [T, ‘x8), tvhere 5 is an)’ member qf R. Let .f: U, x Ii, + C”““, 
where both f and D, f are continuous throughout U, x Uz. For an? p 3 0, set 
J(P)= U2n (Is,1 bb), and non’ suppose that there exist /I0 > 0 and a real 
.function 4: J(IJ,) -+ [0, 8x1) having the properties (a), (b) written belotv: 

(b) for each (s,. .Y~)E U, x Uz haaing lszl >BO, both Ilf(x,, xz)ll < 
&-u,h and IlD,.f(.y,. -~z)ll <d(-y2). 

Then for F(.Y,)=~~,.~ f(x,, x2) d.u:, \ile kno\v that F(.Y, ) is defined and finite 
for all x, E Cl,, and in fact the derivative F’(x, ) exists and is continuous 
throughout U, , lvith F’( .Y, ) = j CT: D, f  (x, , x2) d-x>. 

In the next lemma, we again examine the behavior of the function 
R(h, o) = (1/27r) M*(h, io) WM(h, iw). Here we employ two formulas for 
(dR/ah)(h, w) to prove existence and continuity of (aQ/ah)(h, a). To obtain 
the first of these formulas, we recall that M(h, iw) = T -‘(h, io), where 
T(h, iw)=(iw+~)I-A,-e--‘““+“‘” A,. Setting N,(h,o)= -(((io+y)/2n) 
ec’i’o+T’h) M*(h, io) WM(h, io) A,M(h, iw), we can give the first of the 
two formulas for (iiR/ah)(h, co): 

Zng(h,co)=(g(h,iu))* WM(h, iw)+M*(h, iw) W(g(h, io)) 

= (-M(h, iw) A,M(h, io~)(ico+~)e~‘““+~‘h)* WM(h, io) 

+M*(h,io) W(-M(h,io)A,M(h,io)(iw+y)e-‘i’“+~’h) 

= 2rr[N;C(h, CO) + N,(h, co)]. 
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i.e., 

?R 
T$- (h, (0) = NI*(h, w) + N,(h, w) 

for any (h, o) having I T(h, io)l # 0. 

We now return to the formula R(h, o) = (1/27c(0~~ + y’)) F*(h, b) 
WF(h,io), where F(h,iw)=(Z-(l/(io+y))A,-(l~(iw+~))A,e~’””+””~)~‘. 
Setting N,(h, CO) = -(1/2x) ep’ku+i.‘h * F (h, iw) WF(h, io) A, F(h, io), we 
can give the second of the formulas for (aR/sh)(h, w). 

2n(d + 1’l) g (h, 0) 

* WF(h, i(o)+ F*(h, io) W 

i.e., 

= (-F(h, iw) A, F(h, iW)ep’i”Jf7’“)* WF(h, io 

+ F*(h, kJ) W( - F(h, ito) A, F(h, iclj) e-I”“+ 

= 27r[N,*(11, OJ) + N,(h, t/J)], 

$h,W)= --T& CWk w) + Nz(h, o)l 

for (h, w) having (Q, 7) # (0, 0), 1 T(h, io)l # 0. 

LEMMA 2.3. Let hOE H;,. Then there exist Ed > 0 and U = H n 
{lh-M <r}, contained in H, ~ EU, for ivhich (aQ/ah)(h, IX) is defined 
and continuous throughout CJ x R, ,vith (aQ/ah)(h, tl) = s” x (dR/ah)(h, o) 
e -“” do. Furthermore, (iiQ/Sh)(h, a) -+ (aQ/c?h)(h,,, CC) uniformly through- 
out R as h-h,. 

Proof Let h, E H,, and let U be the neighborhood of Lemma 2.1, i.e., 
U=Hn {lh-h,l <r), with H,.-,,,I(/, and with Q(h,a) defined and 
continuous throughout U x R. Noting the formulas 2nR(h, o)= 
M*(h, io) WM(h, io), and (irR@h)(h, CO) = N:(h. w) + N,(h, CO), both 
valid throughout U x R, with -2xN,(h, w) = (io + y) epfi”‘+yJhM*(h, io) 
WM(h, iw) A,M(h, io), we see that both R(h, o), (dR/ah)(h, o) are 
continuous throughout U x R. 

Now note the formulas 2xR(h, o) = (l/(0* + 7’)). F*(h, io) WF(h, io), 
and (aR/ah)(h, o) = (l/(0* + 7’)). [N:(h, CO) + N,(h, CO)], both valid 
for hEU, (u,y)#(O,O), where -27cNz(h, w) = e-(i”‘+y’hF*(h, iw) 
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CV’F(h, iw) A,F(h, im). Since CT is bounded, we know that F(h, iw) -+ I 
uniformly for hi U as 101 + ;r,. Now set c= sup{eP7”: 12~ 6’1, and set 
K= max( 11 W1]/27r + 1, (cl1 A, II II WI1 )/27c + 1). Then there is some /I0 > 0 
such that for 101 a/J, and 11~ U, both /IR(h, w)ll 6 Ko~‘, and 
Il(iiR/Sh)(h, o)ll d Ko -I. Writing Q(h. a) =I:-, R(h, w) c”“’ dw, we 
can apply Lemma 2.2 with U, = CT, Ui,= ( --xc, Y-#), and b(o)= KW ’ 
for 101 2 PO. and conclude that for each C(E R, (SQ/%)(Iz. c() exists 
and is continuous in h throughout U, with (SQ/rlh)(h, x)= 
f ” % (SR,:?h )( h, co) e ““’ dco. 

Having established this formula for (i7Q/dh)(h, x) throughout U x R, we 
can now return to the formulas (?R/?h)(h, o) = NT(h, o) + N,(k, w), and 
(2R/irh)(h, w) = ( lj(o’ + 7’)). [N,*(h, o) + NJh, w)], and employ techni- 
ques comparable to those used in Lemma 2.1. One can then prove that 
(SQ,i&)(h, a) + (?Q/Sh)(h,, a) uniformly throughout R as h -+ h,. 
Similarly, it can be shown for each X~E R that (dQ/?h)(h, x) -+ 
(SQ/clh)(h,, 2”) as (II, 3) -+ (h,, ao). Since the choice of 12”~ Hi. was 
arbitrary. we conclude that (?Q/&)(/z, r) is continuous throughout Ux R. 

Q.E.D. 

Before introducing a formula for dealing with Q(k, x) for use throughout 
this paper, we first recall some basic facts from Fourier transform theory 
[9]. Consider any matrix function f(r) having domain (- x,. ,x) and 
range in C” “. IfJ’E L’( - x, x8 ), the Fourier transform .f off’ is defined as 
.j(o)=(l/!,i’~)S~,.f(t)e~i~“’ dt. The function .i will lie in L*( - x’, ‘X ), 

and in fact f( t) = ( ljV;%) j 5 x ,[(o) e”“’ do. We let S denote the operator 
9: L’( -#Y;, i~) -+ I!.‘( -K#, ZG) defined by S(f)=,i and we let 9 ’ 
denote the inverse operator. Defining the convolution of any two members 
L g of I,?( - ‘YJ, ,r_) by (.f* g)(t)=S~,.f(u)g(t-u)du, we recall that 

.y(f* g)= (\/%)(j’)(g) providedf,gEL’( -x,, ;c’). Finally, we shall use 
the formula jTKf’(u) g(u-t)du=jTye (f)* (~)g(~)e~““‘dej, valid for 
,f; g E (L’ n L’)( - ,x, ,x’) if.f; g have range in R”““. This formula is readily 
derived by noting first that (f)* =f?o, where.f,( t) =.f“( - t ), by next writing 

and by then using the variable substitution 17 = -U in the expression 
(So*g)(--t)=Sx,f~(-U)g(-t-U)du. 

The next formula, which proves extremely useful as a characterization of 
the matrix Q(h, CY), arises from the link between M,,(s) and its inverse 
Laplace transform. To explore this further, for any h E H,, we denote the 
inverse Laplace transform of A4,J.r) by YJt). or, when h is fixed and under- 
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stood from the context, merely by Y(f). Then Y( . ) is the solution to the 
differential-delay equation Y(t) = Y( t)( ;4, - 71) + Y( t - k) A, e -yk having 
initial data Y(U)= Y(u) for -h<u<O, where Y(u)=0 if -hfu<O, and 
Y(0) = I. Noting that Y(t) = 0 for t < 0, we write M,(s) = j: Y(t) e -‘I dt = 
jFx Y(t)e-“dt. S’ mce h E Hy, we know there exist C 3 1, so > 0 such 
that 11 Y( t)ll d Ce -IEU” for all ta0. Thus Y(.)e(f.‘nL’)(-n, x), and 

with Y=s(Y), we have Y(T((~)=(~;,L/:%) M,,(io). If we now set 

f = g = (JE) Y in the previously given formula I’I I .f’(u) g( u - a) du = 
j” % (f)* (w) g(o) e mkm’ do, we obtain the important formula 
jc Y’(u) WY(u-cr)du=(1/27c)~~, (~W,~)*(io) W’M,(io)e~“““do~, i.e., 
Q(h,a)=l; Y’(t) WY(t-cc)dt. 

From this formula it is obvious that Q(/z, 9) E R” xfl for h E H;., x E R. 
Noting the definition Q(h. 2) = (1/2x) j’~ (Mh)* (i(r)) WM,l(iu) e I,!,1 dw, 
one easily sees that Q*(h, r) = Q(/I, -a). Thus, for hE H,, XE R, we have 
Q7(h, 3) = Q(lz, -a). Based also on the formula for Q(h, x ) just derived, 
one may now refer to Infante and Castelan [6], or to Datko [4], and 
deduce the formulas for (sQ/&)(h, ‘2) given in the following lemma. Alter- 
natively, one may note the formula just derived for Q(/I, a), and for I in 
some interval containing 0, one can write (Q(h, r + 1) - Q(h, a))/: = 
jFX Y’(t) W((Y(r-a-z) - Y(t-cr))/z)dt. After some elementary 
analysis, one can directly apply Lemma 2.2, and differentiate the integral 
for Q(h, a) with respect to x. 

LEMMA 2.4. Let h, E Hi.. Then there exist E” > 0 and a neighborhood 
U=Hn {Ih-h,, <r), contained in H;. ,:0. for Lvhich (dQ/&)(h, ~1) is 
defined and continuous throughout U x (R - {O 1.). In .fact. the .folloGng 
formulas hold .for (?Q/& )( 11, c( ): 

(a) (?Q/&)(h,a)= -Q(h,r)(A,-yZ)-Q(h,a+h)A,emyh,for (h,M)E 
Ux(-q0) 

(b) (sQ/&)(h,x)=(A,-yl)TQ7(h, -a)+ep’“(A,)‘Q7(h, -cc+h) 
for (11, r)E Ux (0, -x). 

COROLLARY 2.4. Let V, be an)’ compact subset of H?, and let Vz be an), 
bounded subset of R - (01. Then II(dQ/dcc)(h, a)ll is bounded ooer V, x V,. 

Proof: Choose c(, , ~1~ E R + such that C-x,, 0)u (0, XJ 1 V,. Set 
P,(h, c1)= -Q(Ir, cc)(A,-yZ)-Q(h, a+h) AlepTh, and note that for 
h E H,, CI < 0, we have (c?Q/&)(h, z) = P,(h, c(). Noting continuity of 
P,(h, c() and compactness of V,, we see that 11 P,(h, cc)\1 is bounded over 
V, x [ -c(,, 01, and hence II(I~Q/&)(II, cr)ll is bounded over V, x [-cc,, 0). 
Setting P,(h,cc)=(A,-yI)7Q’(h, -cc)+e~yh(A,)7Q7(h, -cc+h), and 
noting that (FQ/Sa)(h, a) = P,(h, c() for h E H;., cx > 0, we similarly find that 
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II(?Q/&)(h, cr)ll is bounded over I’, x (0, ~~1. We now conclude that 
Il(8Q/&)(h, a)11 is bounded over I’, x I’?. Q.E.D. 

It is worth noting that for any he H,, the matrix function Q(h, .) is 
differentiable from the right at c( =0, with right derivative given by the 
formula 

$3 a=,,+)= -I-Q(h,0)(.4,-~I)-Q(h,h)A,e~;“‘. 

In fact, the matrix function Q(h, .) is also differentiable from the left at 
do = 0, with left derivative given by 

$,a)],+ 
> 
= -Q(h.O)(A,-yI)-Q(h,h),4,e-:‘“. 

Since these formulas will not be used in any of the lemmas or theorems 
in this paper, the proofs of these formulas will not be given here. The 
interested reader will find several more formulas for (ZQ/&x)(k, CI) in a 
paper of Datko on autonomous differentialdelay equations in Hilbert 
space [4]. 

3 

In this section we introduce a Lyapunov functional for the autonomous 
differential-delay system (*) .i-( I) = A,x( I) + A, .u( t - 12). In the form that 
we shall use, this functional was first presented by Infante and Castelan 
[6], who gave a simple differential inequality relating the derivative of the 
functional along trajectories of the system (*) to the value of the functional 
itself. Here, by expressing this functional in terms of a Lyapunov functional 
given in a later paper of Infante [7], we are able to somewhat simplify the 
analysis given by the above authors. The point of view we adhere to will 
emphasize those aspects of the functional which make it possible to adapt 
our analysis to the time-varying system (t ) -t(t) = .4,.u( t) + A, .u( t - h(t)) in 
the following section. 

We begin by taking any two matrices A,, .4, E R”““. We then let 
7 E R, h 20 be any .fi.ued real numbers such that FEZ H;., i.e., such 
that f,(s)=Isl-A,-e~~‘hA,I has no zeros in jRe(s)>y). For any 
4 E cc -A, 01, we let -u(r) =.u(4, t) denote the solution, defined for 
0 < t < ,s, to the differentialdelay equation (*) -t(t) = 4,x(t) + A, x( t - h) 
having initial data 4 on [ -h, 01. For each t 2 0, as in Section 2, we define 

~(4, t) by ~(4, I) = e -“s(& t), and note that ~(4, t) is the solution, defined 
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for 0 d t < ,x, to the differential equation (*V) j(t) = (A, - 7Z) y(t) + 
e p7hA, JP( t - h) having initial data II/, where G(u) = e ;“d( U) for -11 d II 6 0. 

The characteristic function g,,(s) for the system (*J) is given by 
gJS)= Isl-(.4,-i’f)-(e~;‘“A,)e~-“‘I, i.e., g,,(s)=f;,(s+y). It is important 
to recall here that there exist s0 > 0, C3 1 such that both (1) g,?(s) has no 
zeros in {Re(s)> -so], and (2) I/ Y(t)11 dCeP’““” for all r>,O, where Y(t) 
is the inverse Laplace transform of M,,(s). Noting that for t 3 0. ~,(d, t) has 
the representation ~(4. t)= Y(t) Il/(O)+{(‘,, ~TC;“‘A, Y(t -h-u) Ii/(u) du, one 
can apply the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, and after some elementary 
calculations, one will see that 

IJ(c$, t)l < Ce “.‘I”. I&())1 + IIA I/ .j~‘.2&-‘:“~h I 

X 
0 

I O,, Iqs(U)l'df4 ' 2 
> 1 

for all t 3 0. 

We now consider the valuable positive functional n(h, .), defined 
for d~C[-Iz,0] by n(h, ~)‘=~r(0)~(O)+~0,~7(u)~(u)dtc. Setting 
C’ = c. (1 + llz4, 11 . j*‘,2&“““‘), we see that C’b 1 and IJ(& r)l d 

C’n(k 4, e P’El1” for all t > 0. From this it is clear that ~$4, .) E L2(0, ‘X ). 
Given any symmetric matrix W> 0, we here introduce the functional 
Vo(. ) = Vo(lL . ), defined for each 4~ C[ -h, 0] by V,(h, 4) = 
j: ~‘(4, t) Wd, r) dt. 

In order to analyze the behavior of Vo( .) along the trajectories of the 
system (* ) .<(t) = A,x( t) + A, X( t - 11). we first take any trajectory X( ) of 
the system (*), with corresponding sections s, E C[ -h, 0] defined for t > 0 
by x,(u)=s(~+u) for -h<u<O. For I, ~20, we can set d=~~ in ~$4, T). 

Since the function 1(r) = .K( f + T) is the solution to the differential-delay 
equation (*) f(t) = A,,-(r) + A, Z( t - h) having initial data z. = s, E 
C[-h,O], we see that )‘(.K,,T)=;(T)~~~~=.K(~+T)~-~’ for ~20. This 
yields 

Setting T' = f + T, we obtain 

i.e.. 

r7. ro(s,) = e2”. 
J ~~(5) W,K(T) eC2,’ dr. 
I 
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Noting the continuity of the integrand in this expression for V,(x,), we 
write 

dVo(.u,) ~=21!~‘,(.u,)-e’~‘(.ur(r) Ws(r)e~‘;“)=2i’V,(.u,)-?r~(t) WY(~), 
dt 

i.e., 

P-&J = 21’V,(s,) -.xJ(t) WY(f). 

Given any symmetric matrices M, R, W>O, we now introduce the 
functional V( . ) = V(h, . ), defined for each 4 E C[ -h, 0] by 

V(h.~)=q5T(0)Mq5(0)+e~7”~[0 q5’(u)Rqb(u)r-2’Udu+ Vo(h,q3). 
h 

By expressing the functional V(h, . ) in terms of ~$4, t) and IL(u) = emy“$(U), 
we can give this functional a more natural appearance as follows: 

V(h,~)=~‘(O)M~(O)+e~‘.“.SU t,br(u)R$(u)du 
h 

+ jox ~‘(4, r) Wh r) df. 

It is routine to establish an inequality in which a constant multiple of 
n(h, 4)’ is majorized by V(h, 4). In fact, letting E.,( .) denote the minimum 
eigenvalue of a symmetric matrix, we set c, = c,(h) = min(J,(M), 

-i”‘i,,,(R) inf(e -*Y”: -h<u<O}). Noting that Vo(.)20, we see for 
zach 4 E C[ -h, 0] that c, . (dT(0) 4(O) + J”,! bT(u) d(u) du) 6 V(h, q5), i.e., 
c,(h) .n(h, d)*< V(h, 4). Finally, noting that min( 1, e2Yh) = inf(e-“‘“: 
-k<udO}, it iseasilyseen that c,(h)=min(i.,(M),e-““‘h.~,,(R)).Asin 
Infante and Castelan [6], we have shown: 

Let c, = c,(h) = min(l,(M), e-“Yl’h. i,,(R)). Then for 
each ~EC[-kO], we have c,(h).n(k,d)*< C’(h,$). 

Any method of expressing V,(d) directly in terms of 4, without referring 
to the function ~$4, t), would immediately yield a direct expression for V(4). 
Such an expression is possible [6, 71. In fact, we can first recall the nota- 
tion i(o) = $(& w) for 9{ ~(4, t)}, the Fourier transform of the function 
u(t) = ~(4, t). Recalling that ~(4, .) E L’(0, co) for each 4 E C[ -h, 01, we 
can apply Parseval’s equality to see that 

Vo(ti)=jx y’(4,f) Wy(~&r)dt=(^~ (j-)*(&w) WF(b,o)do. 
0 I 

409’164 2-I I 
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Letting t(s) = ((4, s) denote the Laplace transform of the function 
r’(t) = J$#, t), we note that t(w) = <(iw)/v/z;;. Hence, 27tVO(4) = 
j-Ix t*(qi, io) W((qk io) d CO, and it is relevant here to recall the differential 
equation for .r(. ), 

~(r)=(A,-~z)p(t)+e~;‘hA,?,(f-h), 

y(u) = $(24) = e q(u) for -h<u<O. 

Taking Laplace transforms of both sides of (*).), we obtain 

35(s) - l)(O) = (A, - ?I) ((s) + e -3h(A,e-:h) 5(s) 

I 0 
+e--““(A,e -;‘/I), 

J 
~,I i)(u) e -.s” du. 

(*I) 

Noting that Mb(s) = (sl- (A, - ‘JZ) - (e-;“‘A,) eP”‘*))‘. we simplify this to 
obtain 

Setting Z,,(w)= jyh IL(u) epic’J’u+h’du, we have {(iw) = Mb(h) $(O) + 
M,Jio)(A,e-;“‘) Z,(o). Expanding the expression t*(iw) W<(io) and 
applying some elementary analysis, one uses Fubini’s Theorem, and finds 
that 

~o(m,=l~(0)Q(h,0)~~0)+2~‘.(0)-j0 Q(h,u+h)ep”“A,$(u)du 
h 

where Q(Zz, c() is the matrix which was the subject of Section 2. From this 
one immediately sees, as established in Infante [7], that 

+ e ~ W 

We have written the functional V, directly in terms of c$. To express the 
functional V in a similar way, we write 

V(h, 4) = cjT(0) M&O) + epFh -ju, q+‘(u) @(u) ee2,” du + V,(h, cj), 
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i.e.. 

Y(h,~)=l’(0)~~(O)+e~~h.jn, q3’(u)Rq3(u)e-“‘“d24 
1 

+9T(0)Q(h,0)&0)+2em’h~T(O). [” Q(h,u+h)z4,&u)e ;” du 
h 

+e-2Fh . O s s O 
-h 

_h4T(~)(A,)TQ(/z, 11-u) A,~(~)e~““+“d~~dzr. 

Using the above formula it is easily seen that for any h, 3 11, the 
functional V(h, . ) can be extended to the space C[ -h , , 01. In fact, for any 
@E C[ -h,, 01, we first define 4 = Y(Q) as the restriction of @ to the 
interval C-h, 01. We now naturally define V(/(h, @) as V(h, 4). In the same 
sense, for any h, 2 h and @E C[ -h,, 01, we set n(k, @) = n(h, b), where 
4 = r(Q). This simple point has been included for its value in the following 
section. 

In order to calculate V(X,), the time derivative of V( .) along solutions 
x( .) of the differential equation (*) .f(t) = A,.u( t) + A, x( t - h), we first 
write 

.O 

P-(x,,- ~o(x,)=.KT(t)M.K(f)+e -.‘h. 
!  

x ‘( r + u) R.u( f + u) e %” du. 
h 

Now setting .x(t) = e”y(t) in the expression .xT(t) M.u( t), and using the 
variable substitution u’= t + u for the above integral, we obtain the 
following expression for V- Vo: 

V(x,)- Vo(x,)=e’J’yT(f)My(f) 

*, 
+ e2y’e -7h . 

J 
-u’(d) R.u(u’) ep2yu’ du’. 

f h 

After a long, direct computation one can obtain 

[ 
0 

=2y. xT(f)Mx(f)+epTh. xT(f+u) R.r(f+u)epZ7”du 
-h 1 

+2+7f)(A;-yI)+xT(f-k)A;] Mx(f) 

+epyhxT(f) Rx(f)-eThxr(f-h) Rx(t-h). 
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It is convenient to write this as 

(.Y r( t ) - Phx r( 1 - h )) 
R MA, Nt) 

AfM R -e;‘“x( f - 12) . 

Finally, noting that ~,J.Y,) = 27 V,(.u,) - .u’( t) IKY( t). we obtain 

Using this formula for p(.u,), it can be seen that by properly choosing 
the symmetric, positive matrices M, R, and W, one will have 
v(d)- 27V(d) ~0 for all 4~ C[ -h, 01. Thus the function V(.u,) will 
satisfy p(.u,) < 23’V(s,) for all t 3 0, and recalling elementary analysis, we 
conclude that for any solution .Y(. ) of the differential equation (*) 
.<(t)= A,x(t)+ A,.u(t-h), one will have l’(x,)< V(.xO)ezY’ for all t30. 

4 

In this section we examine the behavior of differentialdelay systems 
having time-varying delays. For this purpose we use a time-varying 
modification of the Lyapunov functional constructed in the preceding 
section for the autonomous system (*) a(t) = A,.u( t) + A, .u( t - II). We shall 
present an analysis of the behavior of this time-varying functional along the 
trajectories of the system (t ) .2(t) = A,x( t) + A, X( f - h(t)). Although this 
analysis will be quite laborious, the end result will be a new approach to 
growth estimates for differential equations having time-varying delays h(t). 

Before proceeding to the lemmas and theorems of this section, it is 
appropriate to note the basic facts of existence and uniqueness of solutions 
for the types of systems we will be considering. In this section we will be 
considering differentialdelay equations of the form (t) +s?( t) = .4,.x(t) + 
A,x( t - h(t)), where h( .) is a bounded, absolutely continuous function 
having domain [0, #x8 ) and range contained in the set H= [0, cc ). It 
follows from basic results in the theory of functional differential equations 
[S] that for any g > sup{h( t): t 3 0} and for any initial data x E C[ - h, 01, 
there is a unique function ?I: C-h, co) -+ R” having K(U) = x(u) for 
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-56 u ~0, which is C’ over the interval [0, x8 ), and which satisfies the 
differential equation (t ) for all t 2 0. 

We are now ready to modify the functional V(h, 4) for use in the case 
where the delay is a function of time. We begin by noting that an 
absolutely continuous function is differentiable a.e. in Lebesgue measure. 
Now taking any .fi.yeti 7 E R and a compact subset D of H?, we define S,.(D) 
as the class of all bounded, absolutely continuous functions h(t) with 
domain [O. yc’) and range in H, having the property (i) below: 

(i) hod for all t30. 

For constants pi,, pz with pr <O<pz, the subset S;,(D, ,u,, ,uJ of S,(D) 
is now defined as the class of those members h( . ) of S;.(D) having the 
property (ii ) below: 

(ii) ,u, d h’(t) d pL2 a.e. in Lebesgue measure over [0, ,cc), 

The constant sup D will be denoted by 2, and finally, for any h( .) E S,(D), 
we define the time-varying functional G( t, 4). for t 2 0 and 4 E C[ - 2, 01, 
as G(t, 4) = Vh(r), iI. 

It is important to particularly note here a basic consequence of 
Lemma 1.3. Since D is assumed to be a compact subset of H,, we know 
that there is a relatively open subset U of H having Hi. 3 ,513 D. 

To assist in a technical detail occurring in our analysis. of the behavior 
of the functional G along trajectories of the system (t) k(t) = &x(t) + 
A, X( t - h(t)), we now give the following lemma. This lemma will be useful 
in finding an expression for G. Since this lemma is a basic fact of real 
analysis, the proof will not be given here. However, it should not be 
assumed that the proof is routine. 

LEMMA 4.1. Letf: (a, b)x [c-6,d] + R”“” be continuous, n*here 6 is a 
positive real number. Set U = (a, b) x (c - 6 <x2 6 d, x2 #c}, and suppose 
.first that D, f(x,, x,) is defined and continuous on U, and also that there is 
a constant M such that IlD,f(x,, x2)11 < M for (x,, xz) E U. NOW, for each 
sI E (a, b), define F(.u,) = j: f(.x,, x1) ds,. Then the derivative F’(x,) exists 
for each x,~(a,b) and F’(s,)=S:‘D,f(.u,,~~u,)d,,u,. 

We now give a formula for G(.u,), the time derivative of the function 
G(t, x,) along solutions of the differential equation (t) .t(t)=A,x(t)+ 
A,s(t-h(t)). 

LEMMA 4.2. Let D be an)* compact subset of H?, and let h( . ) be an>’ 
member of the class S,(D). Consider the folloGzg functionals E(n, n’, 4) and 
F(n,q5). definedfor LED, $ER, andq5EC[-z,O]: 
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E(q,v]‘,cj)= -~‘(o)[w-2(A~-yl)M-22e~“‘~R] d(O) 

--E :“I [4yJ) - &q7-( -rl)] 

.( 

R (M+rl’QoLo))A, 

)( 
4(O) . 

A:Wf+rl’Q%, 0)) (1 +q’)R , > -e”“&-v) ’ 

Now 

.O 
F,(q, q5) = -ye- ?". J ~,, d’(u) R&u) ep’z’Udu, 

let x( .) be any solution of the differential equation (t) 
a(t) = A,x( t) + A, x( t - h(t)), and consider the function G(t, x,). For each 
nonnegatitle value of t at ,iAich h( . ) is diff erentiable, the following .formula 
holds for &s,) = dG(t, x,)/dt. Particularly, the @mu/a holds a.e. in 
Lebesgue measure for t >, 0: 

d(x,)=2yG(t,.u,)+E(h(t), h’(r),x,)+h’(t).F(h(t),x,). 
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Proof: We begin by explicitly displaying the functional G(t, x,) as 
follows: 

+ep2jh(t). -’ *’ 

!  !  
xT(f + u) A :Q(h(r), I,’ - u) 

-hill -hill 

.A, x(t + c) e-;““+“‘du du, 

Now setting I = e -?‘.Y( t) for t > 0, and using the variable substitution 
U’ = t + U, t” = t + ~1 for the above integrals, we obtain the identity for G 
written below: 

G(r, x,)-e'"'f(r)[M+ Q(h(r), 0)] y(r) 

-IrT(U’).4~Q(h(t),~!‘-u’)A,.~(l~’)e~””’+”ld~’du’ . 
1 

Referring to Lemma 2.3 on the existence and continuity of D, Q(h, a), 
it is seen that if h( .) is differentiable at t, then the function 
y’(t)[M+ Q(h(t), 0)] y(t) is differentiable at t. Now set 

j,(a,, az)=S12.);T(~4’)R~(~‘)e-2’.“‘du’, 
2, 

1? .x4 
i3(a,, a2, a3, ad, asI = I J xT(u’) A fQ(a,, u - 24’) 

I, 11 

and note that the integrals occurring on the right side of the above equa- 
tion can be expressed, respectively, as J,(t) = j,(t - h(r), t), J,(r) = 
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j,(t-h(t), t,h(t),h(r)-t), andJ,(r)=j,(r-It(t), t,t-h(t),t,h(r)). Noting 
continuity of X( .) and of Q( .,. ), and again referring to Lemma 2.3, we see 
that the matrix functions J,( .), .I,( .) are differentiable at t if h( .) is, and 
it is then routine to calculate their derivatives. The technical detail men- 
tioned prior to Lemma 4.1 occurs in finding the derivative of the matrix 
function J,( . ). Here we recall Lemma 2.4 and Corollary 2.4, and then apply 
Lemma 4.1 to calculate D4jZ(t - h(t), t, h(r), h(t) - t). One then makes 
routine use of the chain rule to calculate the derivative of the matrix func- 
tion JZ( .) at all values of r having h( . ) differentiable at t. Finally, a 
straightforward but very long computation will now yield the formula 

dG( t, x,) 
dt 

= 2;,G( t, x,) + E(h( t), h’(t), x,) + h’(t) F(h( r), x,). Q.E.D. 

It will prove valuable to carefully examine the functionals E and F. For 
this purpose we make the simplifying assumption that each of the matrices 
M, R, and W is a constant multiple of the identity, i.e., M= k,$<l, R = k,I, 
and W=k,I, with k,w, k,, k..>O. We can then set &q,i;o= 
(1/27c)jTx M*(rl,io)M(rl,io)e-""' du for r] E H, and x E R, and write 
Q(q, ~1) = k,,. . e(q, x). If we note Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3, we now see that each 
of the quantities 4,) G2, and 4 defined below is finite: 

41=sup{IlQ(q,cr)ll: VED, -aed;,, 

&=sup{IID,~(~,a)ll: VED, -dScc<& 

4 = max(q,, q2). 

We are now prepared to examine the functionals E and F. To begin, we 
expand the expression for E given in the above lemma, thus obtaining the 
expression for E written below: 

E(rl,q’,d)= -k,~~r(0)~(O)-(e”q)(l +rl’)kRdT(-v)4(-v) 

+~‘(0)[2k,~,(A~-yl)+(e-;“‘) k,l] d(O) 

+ 2dr(0)Ck.wz+ (rl’) bv8(rlt 011 A,4 -rl). 

Using straightforward applications of the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we 
readily arrive at the inequality for E below, valid for q ED, 4’ E R, 
qkC[J,O]: 

E(rl,rl’,d)G -kw~14(0)12-(eyq)(1 +rl’)k,~I&-v)12 

+ CW~~-Y~II k,w+ (e-“7kR1. lW)12 

+2llA,II .W.M+ Irl’l ~k~)(I~(O)I)(I~(-rl)O. 
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We now turn to the functional F= 1; Fi. Here we separately analyze 
the cases I’< 0 and ;’ >O, and find that for -q < u, tl< 0, one has 
e -‘Ve p*i’u<edA, ep*T’qepi.Iu+c) <e’qI?I, and e~??e~>“<eqI?I, Motivated by 

the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we now define the quantities 6,) . . . . 6,: 

b, =q; b2 = l-y1 e’lyl; 

b, = 2171 e”““llA,ll (Q)(&“‘; b,=2iy er’T’allA,I~2 (q)(a); 

b,=2ea’;“ilA,II(IIA,7--j’lll +e”‘i”IIA,Il)(4)(~)’ ‘; 

b,=2e”‘:“ilA,ll(g)(a)’ ‘; b,=2e”“‘IIA,II’(Q)@)‘~‘; 

b,=e*‘;“‘$I# (q)(d). 

Recalling the formula Q(q, ~1) = k,. &)I, c(), and also recalling the 
functional n(q, 4) = [d’(O) b(O) + j”, d’(u) d(u) A]’ 2, we see from the 
Cauchy-Schwartz inequality that j”, lb(u)1 du < q”* .n(q, 4). We can now 
use straightforward applications of the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality in each 
of the expressions for F,(r], 4) given in the above lemma, with i= 1, . . . . 8. 
Upon so doing, we obtain the following inequalities, valid for q E D, 
qGC[-ilO]: 

If’,(q, d,I d4kw.4~ 4)Z=b,kw4q, 4,‘; 

IF,(rl, 4)I d l’i’l eq”“ k, .drl, 4,*< b,k, .n(rl, 4,‘; 

IFAr], d)l d 2lYl eq”“llA,II Q~‘,*k,,.n(rl,~)‘6b,k.,.n(rl,~)“; 

IF4(rl,4)I <217l ~2q~~~~ll~Il124~kN~~o j” (I~(u)l)~I~(~)l)dcIiz4 
-7 -7 

=2lyl e’q”‘llA,II’tj.k.. du)(j’ IqS(o)l do) 
--rl 

<2lyl 

and thus 
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and thus 

Expressing this concisely, we can write the following inequalities, valid 
for LED, ~EC[-J,O]: 

IF,(rl,~)Idh,k.,.(I~(-rl)I)n(~,~); 

IFiOl, d)I Gb;ktv.n(Vt 4)’ for i = 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8. 

It will be of special interest, in analyzing the functional 
E(rl, q’, 4) + (q’) F(q, 4). to examine the functional E + (q’) F, in light of 
the preceding inequality for F,(q, 4). Referring to the above inequality for 
E(q, q’, d), we now separately examine the cases Id( < I&0)(, 
Id(O I& -VII Gdrl, 4), and n(t 4) < I& -q)l. If I& -VII 6 I&O)l. then 

Hrlv ~‘7 4) + ($1 F,(rl, 4) 
<[-kbv+211A,T-yZll k,u+(cmT”)kk, 

+2llA,II .W.w+ WI @,.,I. 14(O)l’ 

- (ei’“)( 1 + rj) k,. I$( -q)l’+ lq’l h,kw.n(q, 4)‘; 

if MO)1 < I& -v)I dn(v, 41, then 

Hrl, ~‘9 4) + ($1 F,(rlv 4) 
<[--k..+2~lA~--~f1/ k,~,+(e~“q)k,].I~(0)12 

+C-~~‘q~~~+rl’~~,+~ll~,II~~~,+lrl’l~~~~~l 

. I& -VII’+ Iv’1 Ww.n(rlt 4)‘; 

if 4~ 4) < I&-‘IN, then 

E(rl, v’, 4)+(rl’)F,(v,4)< C-k.~+2llAi-;‘Ill k,b,+(ep’q)k,l .l&O)12 

+ C - (e”“Ml +$I k,+2llA,II .W,+ WI Gkw) 

+ Iv’1 bkwl .Id(-VII’. 
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Examining these inequalities, we can conclude that for all q E D, q’ E R, 
q4~ C[ -do], one has 

a4 $9 d) + (v’) f-,(4, 4) 
d[(-1+211A,Il.(g’l~)k,,,+ie~~q)k, 

+~~lI~,:-5’~ll+II~,lI)~,,,1~I~~~)I~+C-~e”l)~l+~‘)k, 

+(2llA,II q+b) Iv’1 ~w+~ll~,Il k,,l ‘kc)1)1’ 

+ 1’1’1 W,,,.drl, 4)‘. 

After a careful inspection of this inequality, an elementary analysis will 
show the following: 

There exist constants ~1,) pL2, with - 1 < pI < 0 < pr, and a choice of 
constants k ,,,, k,, k,+-> 0, such that for q E D, p, < 9’ 6 p2, 4 E C[ -2.01, 
one has both 

(a) (61+2llA,ll .lq’l ~)k,,~+~e~~~~)k,+2(11A~-j,Zll+Il~,ll~ku~0, 
and 

(b) -(e”“)(l +v’)kR+(2llA,lI G+h) Iv’1 k,v+W,II k,w<O. 
From this we immediately see, with such a choice of k.,,, k,, k,,,, that 

It is elementary to show that the above constants k,w, k,, k,, can be 
chosen with k, > k,, .&‘. In fact, if we now recall the constant c, = c,(rl) 
from Section 3, defined by c,(q)=min(k,,,, kR.em”‘;“), we see that 
c,(q)=k,, if LED and k,>k, .ealii. Noting that c,(q) .n(q, 4)‘~ V(q, d), 
we then have k,,, .n(q, 4)‘~ V(q, 4) for each q E D. Recalling the 
inequalities IF,(q, d)I <h,k,.n(ry, d)‘, and IF,(q, #)I dh,k.,.n(q, 4)’ for 
i= 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, we can now write the following inequalities with the 
above choice of constants k,%,, k,, k,,.: 

IF,(rl, 4)I Q b,p Vrl, 4) for i = 1, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8; 
.CI 

E(rl, vl’, d) + ($1 F,(q, d) d Iv’1 .b, g Vrl, 4). 
II 
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From these inequalities we can write 

< (q’l ; b,k..+b,k,+ ; b,k,, 1 wrl, 91, .I, ,=3 
i.e., 

E(rl,rl’,m,+(~‘,F(rl,~)~lrl’l~ b,kw+b,k,+ i bikw 1 V(rl, 4) Af i=3 

for VED, p16q'6p2, ~ECC-itO]. 

Setting B = (l/k,,,,)[b>k, + (b, + xy=, bi) k,,.], we summarize this 
laborious analysis in the theorem below. 

THEOREM 4.1. Let D be u compact subset of H;.. Then there e.uist 
constants p,, pL, having - 1 < p, < 0 < pz, and constants B, k,, k,, k,,. > 0, 
such that for ye E D, p, <q’ < pz, 4 E C[ -2, 01, one has E(q, q’, 4) + 
(~‘1 Qvl, 4) G BIYI’I V(vl, 4). 

Noting Lemma 4.2 and the above theorem, we can finally address the 
question of growth estimates for systems of the form (t) i(t) = A,.u( t) + 
A,x( t - h( t)). In order to simplify the proof of our basic growth estimate, 
it is convenient to recall the following lemma of real analysis. 

LEMMA 4.3. Let u: [0, ,X ) + [0, ,x) be absolutely continuous, and let 
v: [0, ~8 ) + R be continuous. If u’(t) 6 u(t) v(t) a.e. for t > 0, then in fact 
u(t)<u(O).exp(jI,v(r)dz)for ail t>O. 

Proof: Considering first the case where 0 $ range(u( )), we have 
u'(t)/u(t)<v(t) a.e. for t>O, and we note for g(t)=ln(u(t)) that g is 
absolutely continuous over bounded intervals, with g’(t) = u’( t)/u( t ) a.e. 
Now integrating both sides of the inequality u'(T)/u(T)<v(T) over [0, t], 

and simplifying, we obtain the lemma in the case that 0 4 range(u( .)). In 
the case that 0 E range(u( . )), we let c( = inf( t 2 0: u(t) = 0). If there were 
any t with t > ~1, u(t) >O, we could set LYE= supit’: tl d t’< t, u(t’) =O). 
Applying the lemma in the case that 0 4 range(u( .)), we find for c(, < T < t 
that u(t) < U(T) .exp(f: u), so that u(t)du(t).exp(jb ICI). Letting zlcc,, we 
find that u(t) = 0. Concluding that u(t) = 0 for t 2 a, we see that the lemma 
is true in the case that 0 E range(u( )). Q.E.D. 
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THEOREM 4.2. Let D he a compact subset of H;,, and take p,, p2, k ,,,, 
k,. klv, and B as in Theorem 4.1. Let h( .) be any member of S,,(D, p,, pl), 
and consider the dijjferential-delay equation (j-1 i(t)=A,x(t)+ 
A, x( t - h(t)). For each solution .Y(. ) ef the sj*stem (t ), form the function 
G( t, x,) = V(h( t), x,), defined for t 2 0. Then for each t at which h( . ) is 
differentiable, and particularl>~ a.e., the inequalitls (a) belon, holds for 
G( s,) = dG( t, s,)/dt. Furthermore, the inequalit), for G( t, s,) in (b) holds for 
all t 2 0: 

(a) 6(.~,)<2yG(t,s,)+Blh’(t)l G(t,.r,) 

(b) G( t, x,) < G(0, .x0) e?“‘, where f(t) = 2yr + B jb Ih’(r)l dT. 

Prooj: The inequality in (a) is an immediate consequence of Lemma 4.2 
and Theorem 4.1. 

To derive the inequality in (b), we first recall that Q( .,.) is continuous, 
s( . ) is continuously differentiable, and h( ) is absolutely continuous, and 
examine the first of the formulas for G(t, x,) given in the proof of 
Lemma 4.2. From an inspection of this formula one can show that for any 
solution .u( . ) of the system (t) and any t > 0, the function G(r, x,) is 
absolutely continuous over the interval [0, t]. The inequality in (b) now 
follows from the inequality in (a) and the lemma immediately above. 

Q.E.D. 

If we note the inequality k,,. i&O)) 6 V(q, d), we immediately see for 
each solution X( .) of (t) that k,,, . Ix(t)/* 6 G(t, x,) for t 20, and the 
inequality (b) thus yields the inequality below: 

k,, I.u(t)l’< G(0, x,,) ,/‘(I’ for t 2 0, where f( t) is as in (b) above. 

It is interesting to note that the inequality (b) above can be expressed in 
terms of the average value of the magnitude of h’(s) over the interval 
[0, t]. In fact, if one writes a(t) = (l/t) JA lh’(z)l ds for t >O, then one 
immediately obtains 2yt + B sh Ih’(T)l rlt = t(2y + Ba(t)), and thus one 
writes the inequality (b) as in (b’) below: 

(b’) G( t, x,) 6 G(0, .rO) er’*?+ Mu’) for all t > 0. 

The next two theorems follow in a direct way from the above theorem, 
The first of these expresses the inequality in Theorem 4.2(b) in terms of an 
asymptotic upper bound on the value of a(t) if such an upper bound exists. 

THEOREM 4.3. Let D be a compact subset of H,, and again take 
constants as in Theorem 4.1. Let h( . ) be any member of S,(D, p,, p2), 
and suppose there exists {>O with lim sup! _ x a(t) < i, where 
a(t) = (l/t) 1; Ih’(t)l dT. Th en there is v > 0 such that for any solution .x( . ) 
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of the dzffirentiui equation (f) a(t) = A,s(t) + A,.U(t-h(t)). one has 
G( t .Y ) < G(0 .r ) e”“‘+ Bc’ for all t > 19. 7 1.. -0 

Proof If lim sup, _ % a(t) < <, then there is V> 0 with a(t) < [ for all 
t 3 ~1. The theorem now follows immediately from the inequality (b’) above. 

Q.E.D. 

COROLLARY 4.3. Let D be CI compact subset of H,, with constants us in 
Theorem 4.1. Then ,for each E > 0, there exists < = C(E) for which the following 
holds: 

[f /I(. ) is any member of S;.(D, p,, u2) having lim sup, _ ~ a( tj < [, then 
there is I’> 0 such rhat for every solution A-( ) of the dtfferential equation (t ), 
one has G( t, .u,) < G(0, x,) e’c27+e’ for afl t 2 11. 

Proof: Take i = E/B in the above theorem. Q.E.D. 

We particularly note that in the case 7 < 0, the above corollary states 
that there exists i > 0 such that if lim sup, _ % u(t) < <, then the system It) 
is exponentially asymptotically stable. In the next theorem we display a 
simplification occurring in the special case that Ih’(t)l has finite integral 
over [0, <CC). 

THEOREM 4.4. Let D he a compact subset of H,, and take constants as 
in Theorem 4.1. If h( . ) is any member of S$!D, p, , p2) having 
j-0" Ik'(7)l dT < x8, then for ti = sc )h’( t)l ds and B = e , the inequalit~~ in 
Theorem 4.2(b) can he sharpened to the inequalitlq below: 

G(t, s,) d B-G(0, x0) e2;’ for all t 2 0. 

Proof. This follows immediately from Theorem 4.2. Q.E.D. 

It is interesting to investigate the important special case that y = 0. Here 
we remove the hypothesis that h( .) is a member of Sj.(D, p,, p2), and 
instead merely stipulate that /I( -) is absolutely continuous, with range(h( .)) 
contained in some compact subset D of H,, i.e., we stipulate that h( .) is a 
member of S,(D) for some compact subset D of Hp. In this case, we again 
apply Lemma 4.2, and we thus have a formula for G(x,) = dG(t, x,)/dr at all 
nonnegative values of t at which h( .) is differentiable, and particularly a.e. 
in Lebesgue measure. Since 1’ = 0, we immediately see that 2yG( t, x,) = 0 for 
all t 3 0. If we now set A4 = 0 = R and W= i, and expand the resulting 
expression for G(.u,), we then obtain the following expression for the time 
derivative of G(r, x,) along solutions of the differential-delay equation (7) 
i(t)=A,s(t)+A,.u(t-h(t)): 

G(x,)= -.ur(t)~(t)+h’(t)[L,(h(t),.~,)+L~(h(t),x,)], 
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where L(rl,~)=L,(rl,~)+L,(9,~) is defined, for ~ED, #EC[-$01, by 

and 

0 0 
+ j I ~‘(u)A:D,Q(s,1~-u)A,fb(z~)dt’du. 

-‘I -v 

Now recalling the constant 4 defined after Lemma 4.2, noting since 
W= I here that Q( ., .)= Q( -, .), and again motivated by the 
Cauchy-Schwartz inequality, we define the following quantities h:. 
i = 1, . . . . 5: 

6 =2dA,Il; hi = 2(4Gw4, II”; b; = cj; 

~;=~~~~~~~ll~,II~lI~oll + IIAIII + 1); b; = (@)( IV, II 8. 

If we now apply the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality to the functionals 
L,(r], 4) and L,(q, d), we readily obtain the following lemma. 

LEMMA 4.4. Let D be any compact subset of Ho, and let h( .) be an) 
member of S,(D). Set M = 0 = R and W= I in the functional V(v], b), and 
consider the differential-delay equation (t) -f(t) = A,x(t) + A,x(t - h(t)). 
For any solution .u( ’ ) of the system (t) and anJ t > 0, let (x,( denote 
Ix,1 =sup{].u(~+u)l: -h(t)<u<O}. Then for each t at which h(.) is difl 

.ferentiable, and particularl? a.e., the following inequality holds for e(x,), the 
time deritlatiae of the function G( t, x,): 

C%u,K - Ix(t)l’+ Ih’(t)l [lx(t-h(t))1 (b;Ix(t)J +b;(x,() 

+ I-4t)l (b[, Idt)l + W,I ) + b;l.~,l’l. 

The above lemma will be useful in showing that for a(t), the average 
magnitude of h’( .) over the interval [O, t], any bounded solutions of the 
differentialdelay equation (t ) will adhere, in a specific sense that will be 
defined, to arbitrarily small values over time provided a(t) at least attains 
arbitrarily small values over time. As a corollary, we will find for bounded 
solutions x(r) of (t) that lim inf, _ jr: Ix(t)l = 0 if lim inf,, ~ a(t) = 0. Before 
giving a theorem on this topic, it is convenient to introduce the notation 
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(El to denote the Lebesgue measure of a Lebesgue measurable subset E 
of R. 

THEOREM 4.5. Let D he any compact subset of H,, and again let h( .) be 
any member of S,(D). Let a(t)= (l/r) jb jh’(~)l dr jar t >O, and no\+ 
consider the differential-defay system it) ,f( t) = A,x(t) + A,x(t - h(t)). 
Suppose lim inf, _ % a(t) = 0. Then for each bounded solution x(. ) sf the 
system (t ) and for an>’ E > 0, j3 E (0, 1 ), there is a sequence { t, ) hauing ti 7 x8 
and (15: IX(T)1 a&, O<Tfr,)( <fit,. 

Proof. Let X( ) be any bounded solution of the system (t), with 
Ix(t)1 <x for all I >O. Noting Lemma 4.4, we set B’= Cf b;, and 
immediately obtain the following inequality for 6(x,), holding a.e. for t 3 0: 

Ed -x’(t) x(t) + B’X’lh’(r)l. 

Just as in Theorem 4.2, we can refer to the expression for G( t, x,) given in 
Lemma 4.2, and find that for each t > 0, the function G(T, x,) is absolutely 
continuous over the interval [0, t]. For f >O, we now write the above 
inequality in the variable T, and integrate both sides of this inequality over 
the interval [0, t], obtaining the inequality below for G(t, x1), holding for 
all r>O: 

G(r, ?I,) d - j-’ X'(T) X(T) ds + B/x2 j.’ Ih’(T)l dt + G(0, x0). 
0 0 

For E > 0, t >O, we now define the set E,,, = E,,(E) as EO,,(&) = 
{T: Ix(t)1 B E, 0 Q T < t}, and we denote the Lebesgue measure of this set by 
I&,(. From the above inequality for G(t, ~0, we immediately see that 

G(t, x,) d -~‘lE~,~l + B’x’ j.’ /h’(t)1 dr + G(0, x0) for t>O. 
0 

Given any fixed E > 0, /I E (0, 1 ), we examine the sets E,,(E) for t > 0. If 
we had some to>0 with IE,,,I >Pt for all t > to, then we would have 

G(h -v,) G --‘Bt+ B’x’ j-’ lb’(s)\ dT + G(0, x0) for all t>t,, 
0 

i.e., 

G(t, x,) < t. (3% xo) -&‘j+ B’X’a(t)+y 
> 

for all t>t,. 
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Since lim inf, _ r a(r) = 0, there would be some t+ > t, with -.?/I + 
B’~‘a(t’ ) + G(0, -u,)/t+ < 0. Hence, we would have G(r+, .x,~) < 0. Since G 
is nonnegative, we see that it is not the case that IE,,,I a/?t for all t> t,, 
i.e.. there is f’> t, with I&JE)I <pt’. We have shown that for any f,>O, 
there exists f’> t, with I&,JE)I <fit’. We now conclude that there is a 
sequence ifi\ having tif’r) and lE,,,,(~)j <fir,. Q.E.D. 

COROLLARY 4.5. Let D be any compact subset of H,, and lef h( .) be 
an?’ nlernber of S,(D). Zf lim inf,, ~ a(t) = 0, then for each bounded 
solution .Y( ) qf’ the sysrem (t ) i(t) = A+(t) + A , .u( 1 - h(t)), we have 
lim inf,, I I.u(f)l =O. 

Proqf: This follows immediately from the above theorem. Q.E.D. 
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